Honoring Student Academic Growth

**CONGRATULATIONS** to schools with High Student Academic Growth.

CORE’s 2019 Academic Growth Awards honor schools having the greatest impact on student achievement. At schools with high academic growth, students consistently make academic gains faster than similar students at similar schools.

The Academic Growth Awards are unique because they recognize acceleration of student achievement by accounting for how much each individual student learns over time, rather than just comparing test scores from year to year. Growth data plus test results give educators the "power of two" for measuring improvements in learning outcomes.

**WHY RECOGNIZE GROWTH?**

**HIGH ACADEMIC GROWTH IS A REFLECTION OF SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS.** It shows consistent work among educators to provide extraordinary classroom instruction for the students they serve.

**GROWTH IS KEY TO UNDERSTANDING STUDENT PROGRESS.** Growth shows the acceleration of achievement at schools by accounting for how much each student learns from one year to the next.

**GROWTH CONSIDERS IMPROVEMENT IN SCORES FOR EACH STUDENT** — even if an individual student has not yet reached academic standards set by the state.

**SCHOOLS WITH HIGH GROWTH ARE MAKING A STRONG CONTRIBUTION TO STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT.** Growth provides actionable data to support meaningful changes for all students.

**HOW IS GROWTH CALCULATED?**

Growth is calculated by measuring the progress of the same set of students from one year to the next. We use a mathematical model to calculate academic growth that compares student test scores while taking into account unique circumstances. We also account for demographic factors to calculate a more accurate reading of each school’s impact on student progress.

Growth models compare schools by considering whether each student’s progress is less or greater than could be expected for other students who are similar and who started off at the same score the previous year.

Growth models are valid and reliable, and those that account for student circumstances are used in several states, including California’s CORE Districts.

VISIT [WWW.EDEQUITYNAVIGATOR.ORG](http://WWW.EDEQUITYNAVIGATOR.ORG) to view the schools receiving High Impact Badges and to recognize 1 year and 3 years of high student academic growth.
**Student Academic Growth Award**

**SCHOOL RECIPIENTS**

### Alliance College Ready Public Schools

**One Year of High Impact (17-18)**
- Alliance Alice M. Baxter College-Ready High (Math)
- Alliance Cindy and Bill Simon Technology Academy High (ELA and Math)
- Alliance College-Ready Middle Academy 12 (ELA and Math)
- Alliance College-Ready Middle Academy 4 (ELA and Math)
- Alliance College-Ready Middle Academy 5 (ELA and Math)
- Alliance Collins Family College-Ready High (ELA and Math)
- Alliance Dr. Olga Mohan High (ELA and Math)
- Alliance Gertz-Ressler Richard Merkin 6-12 Complex (ELA and Math)
- Alliance Jack H. Skirball Middle (ELA and Math)
- Alliance Judy Ivie Burton Technology Academy High (ELA and Math)
- Alliance Kory Hunter Middle (ELA and Math)
- Alliance Leadership Middle Academy (ELA and Math)
- Alliance Marc & Eva Stern Math and Science (ELA and Math)
- Alliance Margaret M. Bloomfield Technology Academy High (ELA and Math)
- Alliance Marine - Innovation and Technology 6-12 Complex (ELA and Math)
- Alliance Morgan McKinzie High (ELA and Math)
- Alliance Ouchi-O’Donovan 6-12 Complex (ELA and Math)
- Alliance Patti And Peter Neuwirth Leadership Academy (ELA and Math)
- Alliance Piera Barbaglia Shaheen Health Services Academy (ELA)
- Alliance Renee and Meyer Luskin Academy High (ELA and Math)
- Alliance Susan and Eric Smidt Technology High (ELA and Math)
- Alliance Tennenbaum Family Technology High (ELA and Math)

### Aspire

**Three Years of High Impact**
- Aspire Antonio Maria Lugo Academy (Math)
- Aspire Berkley Maynard Academy (ELA)
- Aspire Centennial College Preparatory Academy (ELA)
- Aspire Gateway Academy Charter (Math)
- Aspire Inskeep Academy Charter (ELA)
- Aspire Juanita Tate Academy Charter (ELA and Math)
- Aspire Langston Hughes Academy (Math)
- Aspire Pacific Academy (Math)
- Aspire Vincent Shalvey Academy (ELA)

**One Year of High Impact (17-18)**
- Aspire Alexander Twilight Secondary (Math)
- Aspire Benjamin Holt College Preparatory Academy (ELA and Math)
- Aspire College Academy (ELA)
- Aspire Golden State College Preparatory Academy (ELA and Math)
- Aspire Junior Collegiate Academy (Math)
- Aspire Lionel Wilson College Preparatory Academy (ELA and Math)
- Aspire Monarch Academy (Math)
- Aspire Ollin University Preparatory Academy (ELA and Math)
- Aspire Triumph Technology Academy (ELA)
- Aspire University Charter (ELA and Math)
- Aspire Vanguard College Preparatory Academy (ELA and Math)

### Eastside Alliance – Alum Rock Unified

**Three Years of High Impact**
- Adelante Dual Language Academy (Math)

**One Year of High Impact (17-18)**
- Aptitud Community Academy at Goss (Math)
- Clyde Arbuckle Elementary (ELA)
- Horace Cureton Elementary (ELA)
- Millard McCollam Elementary (Math)
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O. S. Hubbard Elementary (Math)
Ocala Middle (ELA)
Thomas P. Ryan Elementary (Math)

Eastside Alliance – Berryessa Union
One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Cherrywood Elementary (ELA)
Majestic Way Elementary (Math)
Summerdale Elementary (Math)

Eastside Alliance – Eastside Union High
★ Three Years of High Impact
Piedmont Hills High (ELA and Math)

One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Evergreen Valley High (Math)
Silver Creek High (Math)

Eastside Alliance – Evergreen Elementary
★ Three Years of High Impact
Evergreen Elementary (Math)

One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Chaboya Middle (Math)
James Franklin Smith Elementary (Math)
Katherine R. Smith Elementary (Math)
Silver Oak Elementary (Math)

Eastside Alliance – Franklin-McKinley
★ Three Years of High Impact
Lairon College Preparatory Academy (ELA)
Ramblewood Elementary (Math)
Shirakawa (George, Sr.) Elementary (Math)

One Year of High Impact (17-18)
McKinley Elementary (ELA)
Stonegate Elementary (Math)

Eastside Alliance – Mount Pleasant Elementary
★ Three Years of High Impact
August Boeger Middle (ELA)

One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Ida Jew Academies (ELA and Math)

Eastside Alliance – Oak Grove Elementary
★ Three Years of High Impact
Herman (Leonard) Intermediate (ELA and Math)
Parkview Elementary (Math)

One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Christopher Elementary (Math)
Edenvale Elementary (ELA)
Frost (Earl) Elementary (ELA and Math)
Hayes Elementary (ELA and Math)
Ledesma (Rita) Elementary (ELA and Math)
Miner (George) Elementary (Math)
Oak Ridge Elementary (ELA)
Sakamoto Elementary (ELA and Math)
Stipe (Samuel) Elementary (ELA and Math)
Taylor (Bertha) Elementary (ELA and Math)

Eastside Alliance – Orchard Elementary
★ Three Years of High Impact
Orchard Elementary (Math)

El Dorado County - all
One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Black Oak - American River Charter (ELA and Math)
Black Oak - Georgetown Elementary (Math)
Black Oak - Northside Elementary (ELA)
Buckeye Union – Oak Meadow Elementary (Math)
Camino Union - Camino Elementary (ELA and Math)
El Dorado County Office of Education - Charter Alternative Program (CAP) (ELA)
Gold Oak – Gold Oak Elementary (Math)
Gold Trail – Gold Trail (Math)
Mother Lode – Indian Creek Elementary (Math)
Placerville Union - Edwin Markham Middle (ELA and Math)
Placerville Union - Louisiana Schnell Elementary (ELA and Math)
Pollock Pines – Sierra Ridge Middle (Math)
Rescue Union - Green Valley Elementary (ELA)
Rescue Union – Marina Village Middle (Math)
Rescue Union - Pleasant Grove Middle (ELA)

**Fresno Unified School District**

★★ Three Years of High Impact
Easterby Elementary (ELA and Math)
Ezekiel Balderas Elementary (Math)
Jefferson Elementary (Math)
Lowell Elementary (Math)
McCardle Elementary (ELA and Math)
Sunset Elementary (Math)
Susan B. Anthony Elementary (Math)
Vang Pao Elementary (ELA and Math)
Viking Elementary (Math)
Webster Elementary (ELA and Math)
Winchell Elementary (Math)
Wishon Elementary (Math)

★★ One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Ann B. Leavenworth (ELA)
Birney Elementary (ELA and Math)
Centennial Elementary (ELA and Math)
Design Science Middle College High (Math)
Eaton Elementary (Math)
Homan Elementary (ELA and Math)

King Elementary (ELA)
Kratt Elementary (Math)
Lincoln Elementary (Math)
Malloch Elementary (ELA and Math)
Molly S. Bakman Elementary (Math)
Muir Elementary (Math)
Norseman Elementary (Math)
Phillip J Patino School of Entrepreneurship (Math)
Powers-Ginsburg Elementary (ELA and Math)
Pyle Elementary (ELA)
Rowell Elementary (Math)
Tioga Middle (ELA)
Turner Elementary (ELA and Math)
Wolters Elementary (ELA and Math)
Yosemite Middle (ELA)

**Garden Grove Unified**

★★ Three Years of High Impact
A. J. Cook Elementary (ELA and Math)
Bryant Elementary (Math)
Dr. Walter C. Ralston Intermediate (ELA)
Dwight D. Eisenhower Elementary (ELA and Math)
Earl Warren Elementary (ELA and Math)
Ethan B. Allen Elementary (ELA)
Ethel M. Evans Elementary (Math)
Excelsior Elementary (ELA and Math)
Genevieve M. Crosby Elementary (ELA and Math)
Gilbert Elementary (ELA)
James Irvine Intermediate (Math)
Leo Carrillo Elementary (Math)
Leroy L. Doig Intermediate (Math)
Linton T. Simmons Elementary (Math)
Louis G. Zeyen Elementary (Math)
Loyal Barker Elementary (Math)

★★ Receive printed awards
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One Year of High Impact (17-18)
- Agnes Ware Stanley Elementary (ELA and Math)
- C. C. Violette Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Clinton Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Donald S. Jordan Intermediate (ELA)
- Edward Russell Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Enders Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Ernest O. Lawrence Elementary (Math)
- Garden Park Elementary (Math)
- Hilton D. Bell Intermediate (ELA and Math)
- Izaak Walton Intermediate (ELA)
- John Marshall Elementary (Math)
- Los Amigos High (Math)
- Merton E. Hill Elementary (ELA)
- Pacifica High (Math)
- Parkview Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Patton Elementary (ELA)
- Stephen R. Fitz Intermediate (ELA)
- Sunnyside Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Wakeham Elementary (Math)

Green Dot

★ Three Years of High Impact
- Animo Western Charter Middle (ELA)

One Year of High Impact (17-18)
- Animo College Preparatory Academy (ELA and Math)
- Animo Ellen Ochoa Charter Middle (ELA)
- Animo Jackie Robinson High (ELA and Math)
- Animo Jefferson Charter Middle (ELA)
- Animo Mae Jemison Charter Middle (ELA and Math)
- Animo Pat Brown (ELA and Math)
- Animo South Los Angeles Charter (ELA)
- Animo Westside Charter Middle (ELA and Math)
- Oscar De La Hoya Animo Charter High (ELA)

Long Beach Unified

★ Three Years of High Impact
- Bancroft Middle (ELA)
- Chavez Elementary (ELA)
- Garfield Elementary (Math)
- Hudson K-8 (ELA)
- Kettering Elementary (Math)
- Madison Elementary (Math)
- Muir K-8 (ELA and Math)
- Newcomb Academy (ELA)
- Riley Elementary (ELA)
- Rogers Middle (ELA)
- Signal Hill Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Washington Middle (Math)

One Year of High Impact (17-18)
- Bancroft Middle (ELA)
- Birney Elementary (Math)
- Bixby Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Bobbie Smith Elementary (Math)
- California Academy of Mathematics and Science (Math)

★ Receive printed awards
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Carver Elementary (ELA)
Cleveland Elementary (Math)
Cubberley K-8 (ELA)
Eunice Sato Academy of Math & Science (Math)
Franklin Classical Middle (ELA)
Hamilton Middle (Math)
Hoover Middle (ELA)
Hughes Middle (ELA and Math)
Jefferson Leadership Academies (ELA and Math)
Jessie Nelson Academy (Math)
Lafayette Elementary (ELA and Math)
Lincoln Elementary (ELA and Math)
Lindbergh STEM Academy (ELA and Math)
Longfellow Elementary (ELA and Math)
Los Cerritos Elementary (Math)
Mann Elementary (ELA and Math)
Marshall Academy of the Arts (Math)
McKinley Elementary (ELA)
Olivia Nieto Herrera Elementary (ELA and Math)
Powell Academy for Success (ELA)
Prisk Elementary (ELA and Math)
Robinson Academy (ELA and Math)
Roosevelt Elementary (Math)
Stevenson Elementary (ELA)
Tincher Preparatory (ELA and Math)
Willard Elementary (Math)

Los Angeles Unified

★ Three Years of High Impact
Allesandro Elementary (ELA and Math)
Alta California Elementary (ELA and Math)
Arroyo Seco Museum Science (Math)
Ascot Avenue Elementary (Math)
Benjamin Franklin Senior High (Math)
Brainard Elementary (ELA and Math)
Brooklyn Avenue Elementary (Math)
Cabrillo Avenue Elementary (ELA and Math)
Canoga Park Senior High (ELA)
Carlos Santana Arts Academy (ELA)
Carpenter Community Charter (ELA)
Carson-Gore Academy of Environmental Studies (ELA and Math)
Carson Street Elementary (ELA)
Cesar E. Chavez Learning Academy - Arts/Theatre/Entertain Mag (ELA and Math)
Chandler Learning Academy (Math)
Chapman Elementary (ELA)
Charles H. Kim Elementary (Math)
Charles Maclay Middle (ELA)
Clifford Street Elementary (Math)
Cowan Avenue Elementary (Math)
Delevan Drive Elementary (Math)
Diego Rivera Learning Complex Green Design STEAM Academy (ELA and Math)
Downtown Business High (ELA and Math)
East Los Angeles Renaissance Academy at Esteban E. Torres High No. 2 (ELA)
Encino Charter Elementary (Math)
Eshelman Avenue Elementary (ELA)
Esperanza Elementary (ELA)
Gardner Street Elementary (ELA)
Glen Alta Elementary (ELA and Math)
Graham Elementary (Math)
Halldale Elementary (Math)
Harry Bridges Span (ELA and Math)
Hollenbeck Middle (ELA and Math)
International Studies Learning Center at Legacy High School Complex (Math)
Ivanhoe Elementary (ELA)
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Kenter Canyon Elementary Charter (ELA and Math)
Kester Avenue Elementary (ELA)
King/Drew Medical Magnet High (ELA and Math)
Latona Avenue Elementary (ELA)
Linda Esperanza Marquez High B LIBRA Academy (Math)
Los Feliz Science/Tech/Engineer/Math/Medicine Magnet (Math)
Luther Burbank Middle (Math)
Malabar Street Elementary (ELA and Math)
Marianna Avenue Elementary (ELA and Math)
Maywood Elementary (ELA and Math)
Middleton Street Elementary (Math)
Newcastle Elementary (ELA and Math)
Noble Avenue Elementary (Math)
O’Melveny Elementary (ELA and Math)
One Hundred Eighteenth Street (Math)
One Hundred Fifty-Third Street (ELA)
Orchard Academies 2B (Math)
Pinewood Avenue Elementary (ELA and Math)
Pio Pico Middle (ELA and Math)
Porter Ranch Community (Math)
Public Service Community at Diego Rivera Learning Complex (ELA)
Queen Anne Place Elementary (ELA)
Robert Fulton College Preparatory (ELA)
Roscoe Elementary (ELA and Math)
San Antonio Elementary (Math)
San Fernando Middle (ELA)
School for the Visual Arts and Humanities (ELA)
School of Business and Tourism at Contreras Learning Complex (ELA)
School of History and Dramatic Arts at Sonia Sotomayor Learning Academies (ELA)
Sierra Vista Elementary (ELA)
Solano Avenue Elementary (ELA)
South East High (ELA)
Stagg Street Elementary (ELA and Math)
STEM Academy at Bernstein High (ELA)
Stoner Avenue Elementary (ELA)
Studio (ELA)
Sylmar Leadership Academy (ELA)
Teresa Hughes Elementary (ELA)
Toluca Lake Elementary (ELA)
UCLA Community K-12 (Math)
Union Avenue Elementary (Math)
Valley Alternative Magnet (Math)
Valley View Elementary (ELA)
Van Ness Avenue Elementary (ELA)
Vermont Avenue Elementary (ELA)
Victoria Avenue Elementary (ELA and Math)
Virgil Middle (Math)
Vista del Valle Dual Language Academy (Math)
Washington Irving Middle School Math, Music and Engineering Magnet (Math)
Welby Way Charter Elementary School And Gifted-High Ability Magnet (Math)
Westside Global Awareness Magnet (ELA)
West Vernon Avenue Elementary (ELA and Math)
William Mulholland Middle (ELA)
Wilshire Park Elementary (ELA)
William R. Anton Elementary (Math)

One Year of High Impact (17-18)

Abraham Lincoln Senior High (Math)
Academies of Education and Empowerment at Carson High (ELA and Math)
Academy of Medical Arts at Carson High (ELA)
Albion Street Elementary (ELA)
Alexander Fleming Middle (ELA and Math)
School Recipients
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- Alfred B. Nobel Charter Middle (ELA)
- Alta Loma Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Ambassador-GLOBAL Leadership (ELA)
- Anatola Avenue Elementary (Math)
- Andres and Maria Cardenas Elementary (ELA)
- Andrew Carnegie Middle (Math)
- Arleta High (Math)
- Arminta Street Elementary (Math)
- Augustus F. Hawkins High A Critical Design and Gaming (Math)
- Augustus F. Hawkins High C Responsible Indigenous Social Entrepreneurship (ELA)
- Barton Hill Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Beachy Avenue Elementary (Math)
- Beckford Charter for Enriched Studies (Math)
- Betty Plasencia Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Birdielee V. Bright Elementary (ELA)
- Blythe Street Elementary (ELA)
- Braddock Drive Elementary (ELA)
- Breed Street Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Bridge Street Elementary (ELA)
- Broad Avenue Elementary (Math)
- Broadway Elementary (Math)
- Brockton Avenue Elementary (Math)
- Bryson Avenue Elementary (Math)
- Budlong Avenue Elementary (Math)
- Cantara Street Elementary (Math)
- Canyon Charter Elementary (Math)
- Caroldale Learning Community (ELA and Math)
- Carson Senior High (Math)
- Castle Heights Elementary (ELA)
- Catskill Avenue Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Cesar E. Chavez Learning Academies-Social Justice Humanitas Academy (ELA)
- Cesar E. Chavez Learning Academies-Technology Preparatory Academy (ELA)
- Charles W. Barrett Elementary (Math)
- Charles White Elementary (ELA)
- Chase Street Elementary (ELA)
- Chatsworth Charter High (Math)
- Chatsworth Park Elementary (ELA)
- Cheremoya Avenue Elementary (ELA and Math)
- City Terrace Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Commonwealth Avenue Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Communication and Technology at Diego Rivera Learning Complex (Math)
- Community Magnet Charter Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Contreras Learning Center-Academic Leadership Community (Math)
- Daniel Webster Middle (Math)
- Darby Avenue Charter (ELA)
- David Starr Jordan Senior High (ELA and Math)
- Dixie Canyon Community Charter (ELA and Math)
- Dorris Place Elementary (ELA)
- Dyer Street Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Edward R. Roybal Learning Center (ELA and Math)
- El Dorado Avenue Elementary (Math)
- El Sereno Middle (ELA and Math)
- Elizabeth Learning Center (ELA and Math)
- Engineering and Technology Academy at Esteban E. Torres High No. 3 (Math)
- Ernest Lawrence Middle (ELA)
- Esteban Torres East LA Performing Arts Magnet (ELA)
- Estrella Elementary (Math)
- Euclid Avenue Elementary (ELA)
- Evergreen Avenue Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Fair Avenue Elementary (ELA)
- Farmdale Elementary (ELA)
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Felicitas and Gonzalo Mendez High (Math)
Fernangeles Elementary (ELA)
Fifty-Second Street Elementary (Math)
Figueroa Street Elementary (ELA and Math)
First Street Elementary (ELA)
Fletcher Drive Elementary (ELA and Math)
Florence Griffith Joyner Elementary (ELA and Math)
Ford Boulevard Elementary (ELA and Math)
Foshay Learning Center (ELA)
Francisco Bravo Medical Magnet High (ELA)
Frank del Olmo Elementary (ELA and Math)
Franklin Avenue Elementary (ELA)
Garden Grove Elementary (ELA)
Gardena Elementary (ELA)
Gates Street Elementary (ELA and Math)
George K. Porter Middle (ELA and Math)
Girls Academic Leadership Academy (GALA) (ELA)
Gledhill Street Elementary (ELA)
Glenn Hammond Curtiss Middle (Math)
Granada Community Charter (Math)
Griffith Middle (ELA)
Gulf Avenue Elementary (ELA)
Hamlin Charter Academy (ELA)
Harbor City Elementary (ELA and Math)
Harbor Teacher Preparation Academy (ELA and Math)
Hawaiian Avenue Elementary (Math)
Hazeltine Avenue Elementary (ELA and Math)
Helen Bernstein High (ELA and Math)
Heliotrope Avenue Elementary (ELA)
Hesby Oaks Leadership Charter (ELA and Math)
Hilda L. Solis Learning Academy School of Technology, Business and Education (ELA and Math)
Hillcrest Drive Elementary (Math)
Hillery T. Broadous Elementary (ELA and Math)
Hobart Boulevard Elementary (ELA)
Hooper Avenue Elementary (Math)
Humanitas Academy of Art and Technology at Esteban E. Torres High No. 4 (ELA and Math)
Humphreys Avenue Elementary (Math)
Huntington Drive Elementary (ELA and Math)
Independence Elementary (Math)
Jaime Escalante Elementary (ELA and Math)
James A. Garfield Senior High (ELA and Math)
James Monroe High (ELA)
John Adams Middle (Math)
John H. Francis Polytechnic (Math)
John Muir Middle (ELA and Math)
Johnnie Cochran, Jr., Middle (ELA)
Kentwood Elementary (ELA)
Kittridge Street Elementary (ELA and Math)
Lankershim Elementary (ELA and Math)
Laurel Elementary (ELA and Math)
Leapwood Avenue Elementary (Math)
Leland Street Elementary (ELA)
Lemay Street Elementary (ELA)
Liberty Boulevard Elementary (Math)
Lillian Street Elementary (Math)
Linda Esperanza Marquez High A Huntington Park Institute of Applied Medicine (ELA)
Linda Esperanza Marquez High C School of Social Justice (ELA)
Lockwood Avenue Elementary (ELA)
Logan Academy of Global Ecology (ELA)
Loren Miller Elementary (Math)
Lorena Street Elementary (ELA)
Loreto Street Elementary (ELA and Math)
Los Angeles Center for Enriched Studies (Math)
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- Los Angeles High School of the Arts (ELA)
- Lucille Roybal-Allard Elementary (ELA)
- Madison Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Mark Twain Middle (ELA)
- Marquez Charter (ELA)
- Marvin Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Maywood Center for Enriched Studies (ELA and Math)
- McKinley Avenue Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Melrose Avenue Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Menlo Avenue Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Meyler Street Elementary (ELA)
- Micheltorena Street Elementary (Math)
- Michelle Obama Elementary (ELA)
- Mid-City's Prescott School of Enriched Sciences (ELA)
- Millikan Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) Magnet (Math)
- Monte Vista Street Elementary (Math)
- Morris K. Hamasaki Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Napa Street Elementary (ELA and Math)
- New Open World Academy K-12 (ELA and Math)
- Ninety-Fifth Street Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Ninety-Second Street Elementary (Math)
- Ninth Street Elementary (ELA)
- Northridge Academy High (ELA and Math)
- Olive Vista Middle (ELA)
- Oliver Wendell Holmes Middle (Math)
- One Hundred Eighty-Sixth Street Elementary (ELA and Math)
- One Hundred Fifty-Sixth Street Elementary (ELA)
- One Hundred Twenty-Second Street Elementary (ELA)
- Overland Avenue Elementary (Math)
- Pacific Boulevard (ELA and Math)
- Pacoima Middle (Math)
- Parthenia Street Elementary (Math)
- Plainview Academic Charter Academy (ELA and Math)
- Plummer Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Ranchito Avenue Elementary (Math)
- Raymond Avenue Elementary (Math)
- Reseda Elementary (Math)
- Richland Avenue Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Rio Vista Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Robert F. Kennedy Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Rockdale Visual & Performing Arts Magnet (ELA and Math)
- Roscomare Road Elementary (Math)
- Rowan Avenue Elementary (ELA)
- Roy Romer Middle (ELA and Math)
- Samuel Gompers Middle (ELA)
- San Pedro Street Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Santee Education Complex (ELA and Math)
- Saticoy Elementary (ELA)
- Second Street Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Sheridan Street Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Sherman Oaks Center for Enriched Studies (ELA and Math)
- Sherman Oaks Elementary Charter (ELA)
- Sierra Park Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Sixth Avenue Elementary (Math)
- Sixty-First Street Elementary (Math)
- Social Justice Leadership Academy at Esteban E. Torres High No. 5 (Math)
- Soto Street Elementary (ELA and Math)
- Stonehurst Avenue Elementary (Math)
- Sun Valley Magnet (ELA and Math)
- Sunland Elementary (ELA)
- Sylvan Park Elementary (ELA)
- Tarzana Elementary (ELA)
- Thirty-Second Street USC Performing Arts (Math)
- Thomas A. Edison Middle (Math)
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Topanga Elementary Charter (ELA and Math)
Twentieth Street Elementary (ELA and Math)
Twenty-Eighth Street Elementary (ELA and Math)
Two Hundred Thirty-Second Place (ELA)
Ulysses S. Grant Senior High (Math)
University Senior High (ELA and Math)
Utah Street Elementary (ELA)
Valley Alternative Magnet (ELA)
Van Deene Avenue Elementary (ELA and Math)
Vanalden Avenue Elementary (ELA)
Virginia Road Elementary (ELA)
Vista Middle (ELA and Math)
Wadsworth Avenue Elementary (ELA and Math)
Walnut Park Elementary (ELA and Math)
Walnut Park Middle B Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics Academy (Math)
Walter Reed Middle (ELA)
Weigand Avenue Elementary (Math)
Westminster Avenue Elementary (ELA and Math)
Westwood Charter Elementary (Math)
White Point Elementary (ELA)
Willow Elementary (ELA and Math)
Wisdom Elementary (ELA and Math)
Wonderland Avenue Elementary (ELA)
Woodlake Elementary Community Charter (Math)
YES Academy (ELA)

MCOE - all

One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Chualar Union – Chualar Elementary (ELA)
King City Union – Chalone Peaks Middle (ELA)
King City Union – King City Arts Magnet (ELA)
Monterey Peninsula – Del Rey Woods (Math)
Monterey Peninsula - Foothill Elementary (ELA and Math)
Monterey Peninsula – George C. Marshall Elementary (Math)
Monterey Peninsula – La Mesa Elementary (Math)
Monterey Peninsula – Ord Terrace Elementary (ELA and Math)
Salinas City – El Gabilan Elementary (ELA)
Salinas City – Laurel Wood Elementary (ELA and Math)
Salinas City – Lincoln Elementary (ELA and Math)
Salinas City – Loma Vista Elementary (ELA and Math)
Salinas City – Los Padres Elementary (ELA and Math)
Salinas City – Monterey Park Elementary (ELA and Math)
Salinas City – Natividad Elementary (ELA)
Salinas City – Roosevelt Elementary (ELA)
Salinas City – Sherwood Elementary (ELA and Math)
Salinas City – University Park Elementary (ELA)
Soledad – Gabilan Elementary (ELA)
Soledad – Rose Ferrero Elementary (ELA and Math)

Norwalk-La Mirada Unified

One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Gardenhill Elementary (ELA and Math)
John Dolland Elementary (ELA and Math)
John Foster Dulles Elementary (ELA and Math)
John H. Nuffer Elementary (ELA)
Julia B. Morrison Elementary (ELA)
La Mirada High (ELA)
Loretta Lampton Elementary (ELA)
Los Alisos Middle (ELA and Math)
Norwalk High (ELA)

Oakland Unified

Three Years of High Impact
Greenleaf Elementary (ELA and Math)
LIFE Academy (ELA)
Lincoln Elementary (Math)
Melrose Leadership Academy (ELA and Math)
**School Recipients**
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**One Year of High Impact (17-18)**
- ACORN Woodland Elementary *(Math)*
- Claremont Middle *(Math)*
- Cleveland Elementary *(Math)*
- Coliseum College Prep Academy *(ELA and Math)*
- East Oakland Pride Elementary *(ELA and Math)*
- Edna Brewer Middle *(Math)*
- Elmhurst Community Prep *(Math)*
- Emerson Elementary *(ELA)*
- Esperanza Elementary *(Math)*
- Franklin Elementary *(ELA and Math)*
- Frick Middle *(Math)*
- Global Family *(Math)*
- Hillcrest Elementary *(ELA)*
- La Escuelita Elementary *(ELA)*
- Madison Park Academy TK-5 *(ELA)*
- Peralta Elementary *(Math)*
- Rise Community *(ELA)*
- Roosevelt Middle *(Math)*
- United for Success Academy *(Math)*
- Urban Promise Academy *(ELA and Math)*

**RCOE - Alvord Unified**

**One Year of High Impact (17-18)**
- Arizona Middle *(Math)*
- Arlanza Elementary *(ELA and Math)*
- La Granada Elementary *(ELA)*
- Lake Hills Elementary *(ELA and Math)*
- Loma Vista Middle *(ELA)*
- Myra Linn Elementary *(ELA and Math)*
- Promenade Elementary *(ELA and Math)*
- Rosemary Kennedy Elementary *(ELA)*
- Twinhill Elementary *(ELA and Math)*

**RCOE - Beaumont Unified**

**One Year of High Impact (17-18)**
- Brookside Elementary *(ELA and Math)*
- Palm Elementary *(ELA)*
- San Gorgonio Middle *(ELA)*

**RCOE – Coachella Valley Unified**

**★ Three Years of High Impact**
- Cesar Chavez Elementary *(ELA and Math)*
- Coral Mountain Academy *(Math)*
- Oasis Elementary *(ELA and Math)*
- Valley View Elementary *(ELA)*

**One Year of High Impact (17-18)**
- Desert Mirage High *(ELA and Math)*
- Mountain Vista Elementary *(ELA)*
- West Shores High *(ELA and Math)*

**RCOE - Corona Norco Unified**

**Three Years of High Impact**
- Dr. Bernice Jameson Todd Academy *(ELA)*
- Dwight D. Eisenhower Elementary *(ELA)*
- Eastvale Elementary *(ELA)*
- Lincoln Alternative Elementary *(Math)*
- Temescal Valley Elementary *(ELA)*

**One Year of High Impact (17-18)**
- Centennial High *(ELA and Math)*
- Corona High *(ELA and Math)*
- Corona Ranch Elementary *(ELA)*
- Eleanor Roosevelt High *(Math)*
- Garretson Elementary *(ELA)*
- George Washington Elementary *(ELA and Math)*
- Harada Elementary *(ELA and Math)*
- Jefferson Elementary *(ELA)*
- John F. Kennedy High *(ELA)*
- Louis VanderMolen Fundamental Elementary *(ELA)*

★ Receive printed awards
Student Academic Growth Award

SCHOOL RECIPIENTS

Norco Elementary (ELA)
Norco High (Math)
Norco Intermediate (Math)
Orange Elementary (ELA)
Parkridge Elementary (ELA)
Riverview Elementary (ELA)
Ronald Reagan Elementary (ELA)
Santiago High (Math)
Sierra Vista Elementary (ELA)
William McKinley Elementary (ELA)
Woodrow Wilson Elementary (ELA)

RCOE – Desert Sands Unified
★ Three Years of High Impact
James Monroe Elementary (ELA and Math)
Palm Desert High (ELA)

One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Horizon (ELA)
Lyndon B. Johnson Elementary (ELA and Math)
Summit High (Continuation) (ELA)

RCOE – Hemet Unified
One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Cawston Elementary (ELA)
Cottonwood Elementary (ELA)
Hamilton Elementary (Math)
Hemet High (ELA)
Western Center Academy (ELA)

RCOE – Jurupa Unified
One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Granite Hill Elementary (Math)
Jurupa Valley High (Math)
Pacific Avenue Academy of Music (ELA)
Peralta Elementary (ELA)
Stone Avenue Elementary (ELA)

RCOE – Moreno Valley
★ Three Years of High Impact
Hidden Springs Elementary (Math)
Valley View High (Math)
Vista del Lago High (ELA)

One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Bear Valley Elementary (ELA and Math)
Butterfield Elementary (ELA)
Hendrick Ranch Elementary (ELA and Math)
North Ridge Elementary (Math)
Sugar Hill Elementary (ELA and Math)
TownGate Elementary (ELA and Math)
Vista Heights Middle (ELA and Math)

RCOE – Murrieta Valley Unified
★ Three Years of High Impact
Avaxat Elementary (Math)
E. Hale Curran Elementary (ELA)
Shivela Middle (Math)

One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Alta Murrieta Elementary (ELA)
Antelope Hills Elementary (Math)
Dorothy McElhinney Middle (Math)
Monte Vista Elementary (Math)
Rail Ranch Elementary (Math)
Tovashal Elementary (ELA)

RCOE – Palm Springs Unified
★ Three Years of High Impact
Cabot Yerxa Elementary (ELA and Math)
Cielo Vista Charter (ELA)

One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Bella Vista Elementary (ELA)
Cathedral City Elementary (Math)
Cathedral City High (ELA)
School Recipients
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**SCHOOL RECIPIENTS**

Della S. Lindley Elementary *(ELA)*
Desert Hot Springs High *(ELA)*
Landau Elementary *(ELA)*
Palm Springs High *(Math)*
Rancho Mirage Elementary *(Math)*
Two Bunch Palms Elementary *(ELA)*
Vista del Monte Elementary *(ELA and Math)*

**RCOE – San Jacinto Unified**

*One Year of High Impact (17-18)*
Clayton A. Record, Jr. Elementary *(ELA)*
De Anza Elementary *(Math)*
San Jacinto Elementary *(Math)*

**RCOE – Val Verde Unified**

★ *Three Years of High Impact*
Lasselle Elementary *(ELA)*

*One Year of High Impact (17-18)*
Mary McLeod Bethune Elementary *(ELA)*
May Ranch Elementary *(ELA and Math)*
Mead Valley Elementary *(ELA)*
Orange Vista High *(ELA)*
Sierra Vista Elementary *(ELA and Math)*
Triple Crown Elementary *(ELA)*
Val Verde Elementary *(ELA)*

**Oakland CORE Data**

★ **Collaborative**

*Three Years of High Impact*
ASCEND *(ELA and Math)*

*One Year of High Impact (17-18)*
Achieve Academy *(ELA and Math)*
ARISE High School *(ELA)*
Community School for Creative Education *(ELA)*
Epic Charter *(ELA and Math)*
Lazarus Charter Academy *(ELA and Math)*
Lighthouse Community Charter *(ELA and Math)*

Lodestar: A Lighthouse Community Charter Public *(ELA and Math)*
LPS Oakland R & D Campus *(ELA)*
North Oakland Community Charter *(ELA)*
Oakland School for the Arts *(ELA)*
Urban Montessori Charter *(ELA)*
Yu Ming Charter *(ELA and Math)*

**San Bernardino City Unified**

★ *Three Years of High Impact*
Captain Leland Norton Elementary *(Math)*
Colonel Joseph C. Rodriguez PREP Academy *(ELA and Math)*
Curtis Middle *(ELA)*
E. Neal Roberts Elementary *(ELA)*
George Brown Jr. Elementary *(ELA)*
Golden Valley Middle *(ELA)*
Graciano Gomez Elementary *(ELA)*
H. Frank Dominguez Elementary *(ELA)*
Hillside Elementary *(ELA and Math)*
Howard Inghram Elementary *(ELA)*
Juanita Blakely Jones Elementary *(ELA and Math)*
Kendall Elementary *(ELA)*
Martin Luther King Jr. Middle *(Math)*
Muscoy Elementary *(ELA)*
North Verdumont Elementary *(ELA and Math)*
Richardson Prep Hi *(ELA and Math)*
Rio Vista Elementary *(ELA)*
Roger Anton Elementary *(ELA)*
Serrano Middle *(ELA)*

*One Year of High Impact (17-18)*
Arrowhead Elementary *(ELA)*
Arroyo Valley High *(ELA and Math)*
Bob Holcomb Elementary *(ELA and Math)*
Cajon High *(ELA)*
Student Academic Growth Award

SCHOOL RECIPIENTS

Cole Elementary (ELA)
Cypress Elementary (Math)
Davidson Elementary (Math)
Del Rosa Elementary (ELA)
Dr. Mildred Dalton Henry Elementary (ELA)
Hunt Elementary (ELA)
Indian Springs High (ELA)
Kimbark Elementary (ELA and Math)
Lytle Creek Elementary (ELA and Math)
Manuel A. Salinas Creative Arts Elementary (ELA)
Marshall Elementary (ELA)
Oehl Elementary (ELA)
Palm Avenue Elementary (ELA and Math)
Parkside Elementary (ELA)
Ramona-Alessandro Elementary (ELA and Math)
Riley Elementary (ELA and Math)
Urbita Elementary (ELA)
Warm Springs Elementary (ELA)
Wilson Elementary (Math)

San Francisco Unified

★ Three Years of High Impact
Aptos Middle (Math)
Francisco Middle (Math)
Galileo High (ELA and Math)
Lafayette Elementary (ELA)
Lawton Alternative Elementary (Math)
Lincoln (Abraham) High (Math)
Malcolm X Academy (Math)
Marina Middle (Math)
McCoppin (Frank) Elementary (ELA)
Muir (John) Elementary (Math)
Ortega (Jose) Elementary (Math)

Stevenson (Robert Louis) Elementary (Math)
Washington (George) High (Math)

One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Alamo Elementary (Math)
Buena Vista/ Horace Mann K-8 (ELA and Math)
Carmichael (Bessie)/FEC (ELA)
Chinese Immersion School at DeAvila (ELA and Math)
Drew (Charles) College Preparatory Academy (ELA and Math)
Everett Middle (ELA and Math)
Flynn (Leonard R.) Elementary (ELA)
Garfield Elementary (Math)
Giannini (A.P.) Middle (Math)
Guadalupe Elementary (ELA)
Lau (Gordon J.) Elementary (Math)
Lilienthal (Claire) Elementary (ELA and Math)
Longfellow Elementary (Math)
Marshall (Thurgood) High (Math)
Moscone (George R.) Elementary (ELA)
O’Connell (John) High (ELA)
Parker (Jean) Elementary (Math)
Presidio Middle (Math)
Rooftop Elementary (ELA and Math)
Roosevelt Middle (ELA and Math)
Sanchez Elementary (ELA)
Spring Valley Elementary (Math)
Sunset Elementary (ELA and Math)
Sutro Elementary (Math)
Taylor (Edward R.) Elementary (ELA and Math)
Webster (Daniel) Elementary (ELA)
West Portal Elementary (ELA and Math)
Yu (Alice Fong) Elementary (ELA and Math)

★ Receive printed awards
Student Academic Growth Award

SCHOOL RECIPIENTS

San Mateo-Foster City

One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Bowditch Middle (Math)
Brewer Island Elementary (Math)
College Park Elementary (Math)
George Hall Elementary (ELA and Math)
Highlands Elementary (ELA)
North Shoreview Montessori (ELA)
San Mateo Park Elementary (ELA)

Santa Ana Unified

Three Years of High Impact
Adams Elementary (Math)
Franklin Elementary (ELA and Math)
Gonzalo Felicitas Mendez Fundamental Intermediate (Math)
Madison Elementary (ELA and Math)
Martin Luther King Jr. Elementary (Math)
Martin R. Heninger Elementary (ELA and Math)
McFadden Intermediate (Math)

One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Carl Harvey Elementary (ELA and Math)
Diamond Elementary (Math)
Fremont Elementary (Math)
Heroes Elementary (ELA)
Hoover Elementary (ELA)
John F. Kennedy Elementary (ELA and Math)
John Muir Fundamental Elementary (ELA and Math)
Jose Sepulveda Elementary (Math)
Monroe Elementary (ELA and Math)
Monte Vista Elementary (Math)
Pio Pico Elementary (ELA and Math)
Santiago Elementary (ELA)
Theodore Roosevelt Elementary (ELA and Math)

Valley High (ELA and Math)
Walker Elementary (Math)

Sacramento City Unified

★ Three Years of High Impact
California Middle (Math)
Camellia Elementary (Math)
Earl Warren Elementary (ELA and Math)
Father Keith B. Kenny (ELA)
Fern Bacon Middle (ELA and Math)
H.W. Harkness Elementary (Math)
John Bidwell Elementary (Math)
Leonardo Da Vinci (ELA)
Martin Luther King, Jr. (Math)
Phoebe A. Hearst Elementary (ELA)
West Campus (ELA)

One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Alice Birney Waldorf-Inspired (ELA and Math)
Bowling Green Elementary (ELA and Math)
Caleb Greenwood Elementary (ELA and Math)
California Middle (ELA)
Elder Creek Elementary (Math)
Ethel Phillips Elementary (ELA and Math)
Genevieve Didion (ELA and Math)
Golden Empire Elementary (ELA)
John H. Still (Math)
Kit Carson International Academy (ELA and Math)
Mark Twain Elementary (ELA and Math)
O. W. Erlewine Elementary (ELA)
Pony Express Elementary (Math)
Sequoia Elementary (Math)
Susan B. Anthony Elementary (Math)
Woodbine Elementary (ELA and Math)
Student Academic Growth Award

SCHOOL RECIPIENTS

SCOE – Arcohe Union
One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Arcohe Elementary (Math)

SCOE – Center Joint Unified
One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Cyrl Spinelli Elementary (Math)
North County Elementary (ELA)

SCOE – Galt Joint Union High
★ Three Years of High Impact
River Oaks Elementary (ELA)
One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Lake Canyon Elementary (ELA)
Marengo Ranch Elementary (Math)
Vernon E. Greer Elementary (ELA and Math)

SCOE – Natomas Unified
One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Heron (ELA and Math)
Leroy Greene Academy (ELA and Math)
Natomas Pacific Pathways Prep (ELA)
Natomas Pacific Pathways Prep Middle (ELA)
Natomas Park Elementary (ELA)
Westlake Charter (ELA)

SCOE - Twin Rivers Unified
★ Three Years of High Impact
Foothill Ranch Middle (Math)
Frontier Elementary (Math)
Hazel Strauch Elementary (ELA and Math)
Madison Elementary (Math)
Pioneer Elementary (Math)
Warren A. Allison Elementary (Math)
Westside Elementary (Math)

One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Creative Connections Arts Academy (ELA and Math)
Dry Creek Elementary (ELA and Math)
Foothill Oaks Elementary (ELA)
Hagginwood Elementary (Math)
Michael J. Castori Elementary (ELA and Math)
Northwood Elementary (Math)
Norwood Junior High (ELA)
Oakdale Elementary (ELA)
Ridgepoint Elementary (ELA and Math)
Smythe Academy of Arts and Sciences (ELA and Math)
Warren A. Allison Elementary (ELA and Math)
Westside Elementary (Math)
Westside Preparatory Charter (Math)
Woodlake Elementary (ELA)
Woodridge Elementary (ELA)

Sweetwater Union High School
★ Three Years of High Impact
Castle Park Senior High (ELA)
Eastlake High (ELA)
One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Bonita Vista Senior High (Math)
Castlepark Middle School (Math)
Chula Vista Senior High (Math)
Eastlake Middle School (ELA)
Hilltop Senior High (ELA and Math)
Montgomery Senior High (ELA and Math)
Olympian High (ELA and Math)
Otay Ranch Senior High (ELA and Math)
San Ysidro High (Math)

VCOE – Oxnard
★ Three Years of High Impact
Juan Lagunas Soria Elementary (ELA)
Thurgood Marshall Elementary (ELA)

★ Receive printed awards

Honoring Student Academic Growth
Student Academic Growth Award

SCHOOL RECIPIENTS

One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Kamala Elementary (ELA and Math)
R.J. Frank Academy of Marine Science & Engineering (ELA)

VCOE – Oxnard Union High
One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Hueneme High (Math)
Pacifica High (Math)

VCOE – Rio Elementary
★ Three Years of High Impact
Rio Real Elementary (ELA)

One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Rio del Valle (ELA)

West Contra Costa Unified School District
One Year of High Impact (17-18)
Edward M. Downer Elementary (Math)
Lake Elementary (Math)

Lincoln Elementary (Math)
Mira Vista Elementary (ELA and Math)
Montalvin Manor Elementary (ELA)
Murphy Elementary (ELA and Math)
Shannon Elementary (Math)

Whittier Union High School District
★ Three Years of High Impact
Pioneer High (Math)

One Year of High Impact (17-18)
California High (ELA)
Santa Fe High (Math)
Whittier High (Math)
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